
Stark County 
Flood Risk Review Meeting

September 16, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<<Mary will welcome attendees as they join the call and encourage informal conversation>><<Mary will launch and control both the Pre and Post meeting surveys/polls>>  <<Mary will speak for first section, Diana will share screen and advance slides, Ryan will monitor chat window>>-------------------------------------------<<Mention that this presentation is being recorded-Mary>><<<Hit RECORD-Mary>>>Good afternoonWelcome to the Stark County - FEMA Risk MAP - Flood Risk Review Meeting. My name is Mary Richardson, and I’m with the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS) in Champaign.I am an Outreach Coordinator with the Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program (CHAMP) at the ISWS.  I am joined by Diana Davisson, Project Manager and James Powell, Project Engineer for the Stark County project.	I want to thank everyone for taking the time to join the call today.Water Survey staff, like many of you, are working from home.I have no doubt, though, that we can accomplish our meeting objectives remotely.I appreciate your willingness to work through whatever challenges we encounter.Today we’ll be covering a lot of information; this is a technical meeting.As we are presenting, we will pause periodically to ask if there are questions. But please do not hesitate to ask us questions throughout.You can type questions into the Chat Box during the presentation or do feel free to interrupt. You are muted by default, but please just unmute your mic to ask a question. You will find the microphone icon on the bottom left of your Zoom screen. The chat box can also be found at the bottom, in the middle. Please take a few seconds to locate these two features.We'll open the meeting for questions, discussion and review of the draft delineations after the presentation.Again, the call is being recorded and will be made available next week. 	



Agenda
• Roll Call 
• Project Objectives & Scope
• Hydrologic & Hydraulic Study Methods & Models
• Web Map Overview & Draft Floodplain Review
• Estimated Schedule
• Risk Communication & Mitigation
• Discussion

Stark County
Flood Risk Review Meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an overview of today’s AgendaWe’ll begin with a roll call. Then I’ll provide a short introduction to our group at the Water Survey.Next, we’ll review the project objectives & scope.After that, there will be an overview of the hydrologic & hydraulic study methods & models.We will then review the interactive web map, our platform for review of draft delineations in this time of remote meetings;We’ll discuss the estimated schedule.Then briefly touch on risk communication and mitigation.And the remainder of the call can be dedicated to discussion.Before we start the presentation; we have a pre-meeting survey for you to complete.



Pre-
meeting 
Survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<<Mary to conduct survey>>This survey is comprised of 4 questions, so please do scroll down for the full set of questions. It will enables us to obtain comparison metrics for this meeting.



• Village of Bradford
• Village of La Fayette
• City of Toulon
• City of Wyoming
• Unincorporated Stark Co.
• Townships >

Roll Call
• Regional ESDA
• County EMA
• Other Local 

Stakeholders 
• FEMA
• IDNR
• IEMA
• ISWS
• Other Agencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to associate each of you on this call with the Community or Agency you are representing today.If I mispronounce a community name, please feel free to correct me. Will those of you representing the Village of Bradford please state your name and title.<<<Read through list on slide>>>Did I miss anyone?



• The Illinois State Water 
Survey (ISWS) is a 
Cooperating Technical 
Partner with FEMA

• ISWS also partners 
with IDNR to help 
prioritize Illinois 
Floodplain Mapping 
Projects

Introduction

https://www.isws.illinois.edu/champ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is some general information on who we are.Diana, Jimmy and I work within the Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program (CHAMP), a section in the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS), a division of the Prairie Research Institute (PRI) at the University of Illinois. If you would like to know more about CHAMP, our website is provided at the bottom of the slide.So how is CHAMP associated with FEMA?

https://www.isws.illinois.edu/champ


• ISWS and Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) 
are Cooperating Technical Partners (CTP) with the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). CHAMP staff 
perform floodplain studies, mapping, mitigation planning, and 
related activities for Illinois communities through this 
partnership.

• ISWS also partners with the Illinois Department of Natural 
Resources-Office of Water Resources (IDNR-OWR) to help 
prioritize Illinois floodplain studies and mapping projects.

• FEMA Risk Mapping, Assessment, and Planning (Risk MAP) 
is the process used to implement National Flood Insurance 
Program (NFIP) floodplain studies and mapping projects.

Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Illinois State Water Survey and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) are Cooperating Technical Partners with the Federal Emergency Management Agency.CHAMP staff perform floodplain studies, mapping, mitigation planning, and related activities for Illinois communities through this partnership.<<Hit enter for next bullet point>>The Water Survey  also partners with the Illinois Department of Natural Resources-Office of Water Resources to help prioritize Illinois floodplain studies and mapping projects.<<Hit enter for next bullet point>>FEMA Risk Mapping, Assessment, and Planning (Risk MAP) is the process used to implement National Flood Insurance Program floodplain studies and mapping projects.As you may have noticed, acronyms abound in our business.If we fail to provide the unabbreviated term on the first-use, please let us know.



• A voluntary program based on a mutual 
agreement between the Federal government 
and a community.

• In exchange for adopting and enforcing a 
floodplain management ordinance, Federally-
backed flood insurance is made available to 
property owners throughout the community.

The National Flood Insurance 
Program (NFIP)

7

IDNR Acting NFIP State Coordinator: Marilyn Sucoe, P.E., CFM
Marilyn.Sucoe@Illinois.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will discuss the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) in more detail in a few minutes.But simply put, the NFIP is… <<Read Slide, but not contact information>>Additionally, loans & disaster assistance programs are also made available to property owners.The community’s part then, is to regulate development in their mapped floodplains, to help reduce future flood losses.Marilyn Sucoe, with IDNR, is the Acting NFIP State Coordinator.Her contact information is listed at the bottom of the slide.She holds the position previously held, for many years, by Paul Osman.

mailto:Marilyn.Sucoe@Illinois.gov


Project Objectives
& Scope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions at this point?Diana will now cover the Project Objectives and Scope.



Phase 1 – Data Development & Draft Map
• Project Initiation Meeting and Community Input
• Develop New Floodplain Studies
• Develop Draft Floodplain Mapping
• Flood Risk Review and Community Comment

Phase 2 – Due Process & Regulatory Map 
• Produce countywide digital products (FIRM, FIS, Db)
• Release preliminary products for public review & comment
• Implement due process procedures 
• Provide for community ordinance and map adoption

Project Scope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks, Mary - My name is Diana Davisson, I am an engineer and project manager with the Illinois State Water Survey.Some of you may have attended the Project Initiation web-call that we hosted back in July of 2020. So, some of the material presented today should sound familiar.For those who were unable to attend that meeting, I will briefly review the Project Scope and Objectives.The overarching objective is to develop digital Flood Insurance Rates Maps for Stark County.But in order to do that, we first had to develop new floodplain studies for the county.So, this is really a two-phase project.The scope of the first phase is the development of new floodplain studies and draft maps.CHAMP engineers performed new flood studies for 156 miles of stream in the county.CHAMP GIS staff then developed draft floodplain mapping from the studies, which we are presenting here today.Today’s meeting provides the opportunity to share information and to obtain feedback.Your participation in this meeting & process is appreciated; it benefits everyone involved, by making sure that flood risk is accurately mapped.Understanding your community flood risk, and how the mapping of that risk affects your community, provides a strong foundation for the future second phase of this project.The scope of phase 2 is incorporation of the new floodplain studies and mapping into countywide digital products for regulatory use.



National Flood Insurance Program

• Insure homes and businesses against flood-related losses
• Identify and map flood hazards
• Mitigate to reduce flood impacts
• Adopt and enforce floodplain management regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One approach to understanding your community flood risk and how new maps can affect your community is to become familiar with the program supporting this mapping effort and to recognize its related program areas.The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) balances four related program areas, each one supporting the others.Flood InsuranceFlood Hazard MappingFlood Mitigation Grants  And Floodplain Management and RegulationsThe purpose of these areas are to:Insure homes and businesses against flood-related losses; taking this action is the responsibility of individual homeowners, business owners and renters. Communities can help by making information available locally.Identify and map flood hazards; the State Water Survey is tasked with this effort, with input from the Communities.Mitigate to reduce flood impacts; more frequent and more extreme weather events have led to a renewed focus on mitigation. We see an increase in resources directed towards mitigation planning and action. It’s estimated that every dollar invested in mitigation, saves $7 in future flood losses.Adopt and enforce floodplain management regulations; Communities are responsible for regulating within their mapped floodplain. Support is available through the state NFIP coordinator and through FEMA Region V.



New floodplain maps:

• Can affect which residents are required to carry flood 
insurance

• Depict areas of the community which are subject to 
floodplain management regulations

• Can affect community planning and flood mitigation

Community Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All NFIP program areas come into play when new floodplain maps are released for a community.<<Read bullet points – hit enter for each one to appear>>The maps are used by:Lenders to determine if flood insurance is required as a condition of a federally backed mortgage.Insurance agents to rate flood insurance policies.Local officials to administer their floodplain management ordinance and to manage development in the floodplain.And by many others including planners, emergency managers, engineers, and property owners.As this project progresses, community officials and residents will likely have questions related to these areas.We will provide contact and resource information throughout the project to help address these questions.  



Paper Map to Digital Map

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several advantages to the new mapsHere is an example of a community-based paper map. This is the Village of Alexis in Warren County.And here is the new digital map covering this area.    <<Hit enter for the reveal>>The Warren County project just reached effective last month (August 10, 2021).The most noticeable change is that floodplains are depicted over aerial imagery, so you can clearly see homes and other buildings;making it much easier to locate a particular structure or parcel relative to the floodplain.The digital format allows the user to zoom-in to areas of interest.The maps can be viewed on a web browser, making them much more accessible.And the digital map data can be used with local digital data (such as a parcel or zoning layer). Stark County has multiple community-based paper maps with effective dates ranging from 1978 to1987.This project will provide a countywide map, in digital format, reflecting new studies, to replace the current paper maps.



• Project Initiation meeting (July 22, 2020) 
• Develop new floodplain studies
• Develop draft floodplain mapping
• Flood Risk Review meeting - Today
• Community review & comment (until Oct.16)
• Comment review & response (Nov & Dec)

Project Milestones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we move on to the more technical aspects of this presentation, lets review the completed and upcoming project milestones.<< Read the Slide>> 



Hydrologic & Hydraulic 
Study Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions at this point?Let’s now turn our attention towards the engineering studies and intersperse a few more terms and acronyms as we go.



Special Flood Hazard Area
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• Flood hazard areas identified on the Flood Insurance 
Rate Map (FIRM) as Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) 
are defined as the areas that will be inundated by the 
flood event having a 1-percent chance of being equaled 
or exceeded, in any given year.

• A flood event of this magnitude is also known as the
base flood or the 100-year flood.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The word floodplain is too general for NFIP regulatory purposes. So, the term “Special Flood Hazard Area” is used for the high-risk floodplain.Although we covered the definition at the first meeting, it’s worth repeating.<<Read the slide>>Notice that any given year is in bold text.This is to emphasize that the base flood depicted on FEMA maps, statistically has a 1% chance of occurring in any year.A flood event of this magnitude could occur multiple times, or not at all, within a given 100 year period.



Base Flood Elevation

16

The Base Flood Elevation (BFE) is the 
elevation of surface water resulting from a 
flood that has a 1-percent chance of equaling 
or exceeding that level in any given year.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another important term is Base Flood Elevation.<<Read the slide>>So, the BFE is the water surface elevation of the base flood.And the SFHA is the area inundated by the base flood.



SFHA Zone Designation
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The SFHA zone designation shown on the FIRM is related to 
the method and level of hydraulic analysis.

• Zone AE methods often utilize ground survey data for the 
channel and significant hydraulic structures, in addition to 
airborne remote sensing survey data (LiDAR). This is 
appropriate in high-density urbanized areas.

• Zone A methods often utilize only LiDAR derived survey 
data and typically do not include hydraulic structures in the 
model. This is appropriate in low-density residential and 
rural areas.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SFHA zone designations shown on the FIRM are related to the method and level of hydraulic analysis.The most common riverine zone designations are Zone AE and Zone A.<<Read Zone AE and Zone A definitions on the slide>>So, what does this mean for Stark County?



SFHA Zone Designation

18

Zone A Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance 
flood event. 
NO Base Flood Elevations are shown.

Zone AE Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance 
flood event. 
Base Flood Elevations ARE shown.

Zone A methods were used for Stark County

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zone A methods typically do not provide flood elevations on the FIRM.Zone AE methods do provide base flood elevations on the FIRM.To help remember the difference, think “E” for elevation included. The studies in Stark County were performed using Zone A methods; the analysis level deemed appropriate for the study area.It is important to note that the model-backed 1% annual chance flood elevations used to delineate the Zone A SFHA are included in the FIRM database and can also be accessed within the hydraulic models. Both of which are available to the communities once final products are produced.This should encourage people to consult with the community floodplain manager or engineer when flood elevations are requested or required.Jimmy will now cover the engineering models.



Stark County
Study Areas By Watershed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For engineering purposes, Stark county was divided into smaller watershed-study-areas.The engineering techniques and models for each study area are the same.



• Hydrology – Determines 1% Annual Chance 
Stream Flows
USGS Regression Equations

• Hydraulics – Determines 1% Annual Chance 
Flood Elevations
USACE HEC-RAS Hydraulic Models

o One-dimensional steady flow

Engineering Methods and Models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<<READ SLIDE>>



• Floodplain Mapping – Determines 1% Annual 
Chance Flood Extents
Utilized a Digital Terrain Model derived from LiDAR.
LiDAR data was acquired in 2012.

• Base Map Photo
2014 Illinois Department of Transportation imagery.

Floodplain Mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<<READ SLIDE>>



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This exhibit may be familiar to some of you.It was included in the Proposed Engineering Methods Notification Letter sent to each community after the Project Initiation web/call last year.The letter was followed by a 30-day comment period. Since that time, ISWS engineers have modeled 156 miles of stream within Stark County.This includes the stream reaches that are shown with floodplain on your current maps.and additional streams or stream reaches that have a drainage area of 10-square miles or greater in rural areas,or 1-square mile or greater in developed areas.



Draft Map Review and Comment

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we cannot review the draft maps with you in person, we have provided an interactive map platform to facilitate the review and comment process.Some of you may have viewed the draft floodplains using the web map prior to this meeting.Community participation and feedback is extremely valuable, so demonstrating how to use the web map deserves ample time and attention today. 



Web Map Overview & 
Draft Floodplain Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we begin our web map demonstration video, are there any questions? 



https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/stark.htm
Login: watershed
Password: illinoisfloods!123

Web Map Demonstration Video 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The link to the web map and the Login and Password credentials are shown here.This information was included in pre-meeting email correspondence and can be provided again upon request.Zoe Zaloudek, a member of our GIS staff, prepared the video for todays meeting.So, let’s turn things over to Zoe. --------<<Jimmy, stop speaking>><<Zoe, take over screen share>><<Zoe, start the video (plus audio)>><<Zoe, stop the video>><<Zoe, open the live web map>>	<<Hidden, backup slides are available if technical issues arise>>---------<<Diana is speaking & Zoe is still sharing her screen>>Thanks Zoe.We are going to attempt to use the web map live, to review a few areas of interest.	{Bradford, Wyoming, NE corner of Co., Toulon east side}	(Point out the 0.2%/500-year/Moderate Risk floodplain)<<When finished, Diana take over screen share and advance the slide>>

https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/stark.htm


Draft Floodplain Overview - Toulon
Indian Creek Tributary B with contributing flow paths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another view of the flow path in Toulon.The left side is a screenshot from the web map using the USGS National Map as the base layer.The right side is the flow path digitized over high resolution topographic data.Again, we are requesting comment on this area, based on your local knowledge of flood risk. 



Now is the time to review the draft floodplain 
mapping for your community!

• Who is affected?
• Is the mapping reasonable and/or consistent with 

the community’s experience with flooding?
• Make comments if something doesn’t look right or 

make sense.
• Provide data or information if it could support a 

change to the draft mapping.
• Ask questions.

Community Participation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again, we want to emphasize the importance of community participation at this point in the project.<<Read Slide>>The interactive web map is the preferred methods for submitting comments.But, please do not hesitate to contact Mary if you need an alternative submittal method.



Estimated Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions before we move on to the estimated project schedule?<<Diana is covering this section>>



• Community Review & Comment on draft maps (thru Oct 16th)
• ISWS Review & Response to draft comments (Nov-Dec 2021)
• Complete draft FIRM database and provide to the county and 

each community for review, allowing a 30-day comment period 
(early to mid 2022)   [FEMA Standard ID 621 letter]

FEMA recently funded the regulatory phase of this project.

• Prepare Preliminary Products (mid/late 2022)
• Release Preliminary Products (early/mid 2023)
• Estimated Effective Date (late 2024)

Estimated Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The schedule presented today is our best guess as to when future project milestones will occur.Uncertainty is introduced by a variety of factors including work impacts due to State and University COVID protocols.<<Read top section of slide>>The 621 letter will be discussed in more detail on the next slide.There is good news, ISWS was recently notified that FEMA has funded the regulatory mapping phase of this project.That is one less variable to contend with as we move forward.The Preliminary products that we prepare include more than the Flood Insurance Rate Map.There is also an associated FIRM database and an accompanying Flood Insurance Study (FIS) report.The release of Preliminary products kickoffs the public review & comment process.This is followed by a series of prescribed meetings, process periods, and correspondence. The last six months of the project are reserved for community ordinance and map adoption.It typically take 18 to 24 months to move from Preliminary maps to Effective maps.



• Mailed to community CEOs

• Makes community aware the data collection 
and analysis phase of the project is concluding, 
and the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) 
database is being validated by FEMA

• Gives communities 30 days to comment on the 
data in the FIRM database

Data Submission Notification
FEMA Standard ID 621 letter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Data Submission Notification, the FEMA Standard ID 621 letter, is sent out after the FRR comments have been addressed and once the draft FIRM database is complete.The letter is mailed to each community CEO, Floodplain Administrator and Community engineer, informing the community that the data collection and analysis phase of the project is concluding, and that the Flood Insurance Rate Map database is being validated by FEMA. There is a 30 day comment period, in which the communities may provide feedback on the data in the FIRM database.In order to ensure the delivery of this required correspondence, it is important to have the correct contacts, email addresses and phone #s for community officials; we also need to know who’s working at their offices and who’s working remotely.So, please do let us know if circumstances change relating to your communication needs. 



Risk Communication
& Mitigation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we move on, are there any questions at this point?Mary will now cover Risk Communication and Mitigation.



2015 Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP)

Natural Risks- NOAA Storm events 12/31/1964-12/31/2014
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your County Hazard Mitigation plan is a good source for local risk information and awareness.The document summarizes the types of risks likely encountered within the county; flood risk included.The current Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan for Stark County is part of a multi-jurisdiction plan approved in 2015. HMP’s are reviewed on a 5-year cycle; so the current Plan is expired, making the county ineligibility for certain non-emergency FEMA grants.A work group led by the Bi-State Regional Commission currently has the updated plan in process.The estimated timeframe is 6 months to draft and a year to adoption. 	<<Mat Schnepple/ Tony Tracy Stark Co EMA (also Henry County) , could add to the discussion>>The 2015 Plan indicates that 20 flood events have occurred in Stark County between 1964 and 2014; causing $14 million in damages. That plan assesses the county’s flood risk as “elevated.” -------------------------------Internal Notes for Stark County----------------------------------Larry Hollis, Toulon Mayor, was part of mitigation team for the 2015 plan.Mike Sutfin, of Ottawa was also on team.The North Central Illinois Council of Governments (NCICG) is a non-profit government entity that provides planning and technical assistance to counties and communities within a six-county area in North Central Illinois. – Includes Stark County.The Bi-State Regional Commission serves a five-county region, located in eastern Iowa and western Illinois, straddling the Mississippi River. – Does not directly include Stark County.

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/


FEMA Community Information System Data
accessed 09/2021

CID
Community 

Name
Total 

Premium, $
No. 

Policies

Total 
Coverage 

Since 
1979, $

Total 
Claims 
Since 

1978, $

Total Paid 
Since 

1978, $
Rep 
Loss CAC Date CAV Date FIRM Date

170745 Bradford, 
Village of

1,663
1 113,500 0 0 0 9/25/2000 - 9/4/1986

170759 LaFayette, 
Village of

0

0 0 0 0 0 - - -

170613 Stark County

3,626

5 640,100 0 0 0 5/18/2007 - 12/21/1984

170779 Toulon, City 
of

5,731

8 298,500 0 0 0 9/28/1994 - 6/18/1987

170615 Wyoming, 
City of

278

1 22,300 0 0 0 - - 3/10/1978

County Total 11,298 15 1,074,400 1 0 0 --

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table summarizes FEMA’s Community Information System (CIS) data for the county.It shows Stark County as having a total of 15 NFIP insurance policies in effect, more than half in the City of Toulon, and only one claim since 1978.We have compiled a list of links and contacts to help you obtain additional information about risk communication and mitigation planning.  



Community Risk Communication
& Mitigation Resources

34

FEMA Floodsmart.gov: https://www.floodsmart.gov/

• An official site of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)

FEMA Hazard Mitigation Planning: https://www.fema.gov/emergency-
managers/risk-management/hazard-mitigation-planning

• Help with identifying disaster risks and vulnerabilities, and developing 
mitigation plans to break the cycle of disaster damage and reconstruction.

FEMA Mitigation Ideas: https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-
06/fema-mitigation-ideas_02-13-2013.pdf

• A resource for reducing risk to natural hazards

IEMA Mitigation Plans and Grants: 
https://www2.illinois.gov/iema/Mitigation/Pages/default.aspx

• A resource for Hazard Mitigation Plans and Grants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The links listed here, provide access to risk communication and mitigation information that will be helpful both during and after this project.Please visit the floodsmart.gov website and the other FEMA.gov websites shown here to obtain information on:Community ResourcesThe National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)Hazard Mitigation Planningand other related topics.

https://www.floodsmart.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/risk-management/hazard-mitigation-planning
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/fema-mitigation-ideas_02-13-2013.pdf
https://www2.illinois.gov/iema/Mitigation/Pages/default.aspx


Community Risk Communication
& Mitigation Contacts

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP):
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) Acting NFIP State Coordinator -
Marilyn Sucoe, PE, CFM Marilyn.Sucoe@Illinois.gov

FEMA Hazard Mitigation Planning: 
FEMA Region 5 Hazard Mitigation Planning Specialist -
Lorena Reyes, CFM  Lorena.reyes@fema.dhs.gov

Illinois Emergency Management (IEMA):
State Hazard Mitigation Officer: Sam Al-Basha – sam.m.al-basha@illinois.gov
Emergency Management Agency Director for Stark and Henry Counties, IL -
Mat Schnepple Schnepple@EMA-HC.com

35

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal, State, and Local subject-matter-experts can also assist in providing answers to questions that may arise during or after this project.Contact information is provided here for NFIP and Emergency Management program professionals.These folks are a great source of information for community officials and floodplain managers.Before we open the meeting for general discussion, we have a post-meeting survey for you to complete.

mailto:Marilyn.Sucoe@Illinois.gov
mailto:Lorena.reyes@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:sam.m.al-basha@illinois.gov
mailto:Schnepple@EMA-HC.com


Post-
meeting 
Survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<<Mary to conduct survey>>Again, there are 4 questions so please do scroll down to the last question.



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for taking the time out of your day to listen to us, this was a lot of information to absorb.We now want to take time to listen to you; and address any remaining question or concerns.<<Allow time for last slide>>Ed Andrews: As far as that upstream mapping in Toulon,  what degree of common or additional information might you and Zoe be looking for on that? Yeah, one tributary of Indian Creek ,I think it was Tributary B, that the historical mapping showed some additional fork off of that back into the populated areas. Diana Davisson (ISWS): Correct and, as you notice, we had not  scoped that initially. And that is something that that we're interested to know if the Community feels that that is special flood hazard area. So what does that mean. when we looked at it, we kind of followed that flow path, and you know we were using the Google earth and looking at the areas between the homes and stuff and it's almost like a grass swale and then as it comes to each roadway you know there, there may be a conveyance path and there may be some amount picked up by storm drains and then, as it comes down to the final, I would say, property area before it joins the tributary.You know, it looks like that that's all open, and so you know, maybe, historically, there was an issue through there and due to Community regulations or just nobody wants to build there. We didn't know if that still needed to appear on the map for the purposes of the National Flood Insurance Program.It's an area that would not have normally been picked up due to drainage area. You know, and due to the fact that it looks like it comes through, and it stays very, very much in the Channel, but now you know you may know different and that that's kind of what we're looking for is an understanding of that area, and the risk that there is that area.Does that help a little bit?Ed Andrews: yeah I, and I think we, we can discuss that with staff or elected officials, you know, to provide those comments l; I guess the one item that I would ask is the potential ramifications of that dropping off and I guess you know I'm not/ I have what I perceive is the know that drops off the mapping there wouldn't be a requirement to carry flood insurance on those properties. That's maybe the upside but the downside is that might have people consider dropping flood insurance on those properties and if conditions really aren't as changed as we might feel and that puts them at a you know, a higher exposure and maybe what there are today ,I can't comment, whether or not everyone along those areas carries flood insurance or not, but I mean you have some insight into that that you can share In my off base on that perception? Larry Hollis: Yeah, that that particular area that they're talking about allow Miller street and down in that area I’ve had several residents of that area asked for that to be taken off of the floodplain map. They don't feel that they need flood insurance, although they are required to carry it because of the way that past  mapping runs.Ed Andrews: Okay.Larry Hollis: So, I have been approached by those people that have that taken off if it's possible so, sure. Christopher Hanstad (ISWS): This is this is Chris Hanstad, I’m with the Illinois State Water Survey as well in engineering and yeah these points you're talking about these are all important considerations in in what your assessment is a Community level of whether or not there really is flood risk in those areas that are depicted on the effect of maps and if those should be carried over into the new future mapping, so that that's a discussion that that we're asking you guys to have at the Community level.Because if the Community feels like that is not substantial flood risk area and it should be removed, we may need to have Community support in order for us to remove those areas from the future mapping so we're still working out with FEMA about the process for removing older legacy map areas, but one of the conditions would be Community support for removing those areas so that's what we are asking for now is for the Community to look at those areas and think through whether or not there is substantial flood risk there and whether or not it should be or would be appropriate to have it mapped at the NFIP level. There may be some residual risk there that's manageable locally, but if it's substantial enough where you think that at community level it should be mapped and it should force that mandatory flood insurance purchase requirement we want to hear those considerations, because at the end they will all need communicate support for what we proposed to move forward with the future mapping. Ed Andrews: Thank you.



Diana Davisson, CFM, EIT
dianad@Illinois.edu – (217) 244-3464
James Powell, PE
powell@illinois.edu – (217) 300-8956
Mary Richardson, CFM
mjr@Illinois.edu – (217) 300-3479

www.illinoisfloodmaps.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contact information is provided on this slide for CHAMP staff in case additional questions or concerns arise.The Illinoisfloodmaps.org website is where you will be able to access project related information.I shall be sending out an email within the next week or so with a link to the Stark County page, where you will be able to access;a copy of todays recording, a pdf of the presentation including notes, and a list of useful web sites.        Again, thank you for your time today.We are looking forward to receiving your comments on the draft floodplain maps.<< Stop Recording>>
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